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Aronoff (1975) argues that word-formation rules are subject to positive restrictions 
correlated with productivity; Williams (1981) attributes these restrictions to a relation 
of potentiation such that the potentiation of affix₂ by affix₁ enhances the productivity of 
affix₂ among stems ending in affix₁.  On this view, the potentiation of -ity by -
able accounts for the fact that the category-conditioned productivity (Baayen 2009) of -
ity is low over all (0.0020 in COCA) but is much higher among bases ending in -
able(0.0053). 

The morphotactic relation between -able and -ity is an outward relation in words 
such as reliability.  There are also cases of a sort of “inward potentiation” in which the 
productivity of an affix is seemingly heightened by the appearance of a more peripheral 
affix.  Thus, the attachment of -ist is sometimes excluded unless it is followed by -ic; for 
example, the morphology ofcharacteristic seems to be defined with reference to the 
nonexistent intermediate derivative *characterist by virtue of this inward relation. 

I propose a different explanation for the phenomena attributed to these 
outward and inward relations.  I argue that phenomena of both sorts are manifestations 
of rule conflation, the combination of two rules into a single complex rule:  in particular, 
these phenomena arise when a conflated rule develops greater productivity than its 
component rules.  As I show, there is strong independent motivation for postulating an 
operation of rule conflation; this includes evidence of a formal nature (apparent 
anomalies in the sequencing of morphological rules and in their paradigmatic 
opposition; cf. Bauer 1988, Bochner 1992, Luís & Spencer 2005) as well as 
psycholinguistic evidence (the role of affix sequences in the processing of 
morphologically complex words; cf. Bilgin 2016, Durrant 2013, Frauenfelder & 
Schreuder 1992).  As I show, the introduction of rule conflation into morphological 
theory has important consequences for modeling rule interactions. 
 


